Key Features:

High Speed – Capable of speeds of up to 900 plates per hour

Versatile - Embosses Pairs or Singles, 6 x 12 or 4 x 7 plates

Space Saving Design -
6' Wide
8'-5" High
3' Deep

Accuracy – M48 Safety Feeder assures consistent embossing depth and character locations on plate

Warranty – Up to 5-Years Available

460 Volt / 3 Phase / 60 Hz Electric Service Standard, other voltages optional

Optional Accessories:

M48 Safety Feeder
Used with Hinge Die Tooling to emboss pairs or singles and the rim around license plate blanks

M50 Sliding Die
This system uses male-block tooling in a counter rubber to emboss characters and the rim around license plate blanks

PES
The Production Enhancement System uses digital technology to optimize and verify production of vanity license plate embossing

Outfeed Conveyor

Catch Basket

Alternative Equipment:

Remanufactured HPM
Call us for information regarding alternative embossing systems including other Cincinnati Press Brake Options.

60-Ton Embossing System

The 60-Ton Embossing System incorporates the quality and features of the Cincinnati 60 Proform Press Brake with enhanced features to optimize its use for license plate embossing. Compact in size, it takes up less floor space compared to other embossing presses. The hydraulic system is upgraded from the standard stock units to operate at faster embossing speeds capable of producing up to 900 plates or pairs per hour.

The typical embossing system includes a 60-ton press, an M48 Safety Feeder, Custom Engraved Hinge Die Tooling, Outfeed Conveyor, Chute and Catch Basket. The John R. Wald Company will design the system per your specific needs and production requirements.

Our newest offering is a digital production enhancement called the PES System. This system is designed to speed up and improve the production of vanity, non-serial production of license plates.

John R. Wald Makes It Work

The John R. Wald Company and Cincinnati Incorporated joined forces to develop a press brake especially for license plate production needs. This press is specially designed as an economical, high-speed press that is very well suited for embossing license plates. The press is used with a John R. Wald M48 Safety Feeder or with a John R. Wald M50 Sliding die. Please contact us so we can “Make it Work” for your license plate production.